Stereotypes & Ethnocentrism

What are the dangers anthropologists face when studying culture?
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Consider the following question...

• In your opinion, how can we keep stereotypes from becoming self-fulfilling prophecies in our community? Explain.
What are the biggest dangers we face when studying culture?

• There are two (2) major dangers when cultures interact:
  – **Stereotypes** = Over-simplified images of a person or group
  – **Ethnocentrism** = The belief or assumption of one group’s racial superiority over another
“As with the study of plants and animals, the human race is divided in specific varieties...of which are inherited and learned cultural traits. For Homo European there is the inherited traits of personality governed by laws with fair skin and hair. For Homo American there is the cooper-skin and personalities governed by tribal barbaric customs and traditions. Homo Asiastic [Asian] culture is a dark-eyed and sooty group governed by opinions and Homo African is governed by impulses of the flesh with their darker skin and curly hair.”
Who came up with the idea of ethnocentrism?

• “Ethnocentrism” was the creation of an American professor named William Graham Sumner
  – (1840-1910)
  • Worked for Yale University
  • Author / Anthropologist
What is another big danger we face when studying culture?

- Another major danger when study culture is the danger of Xenophobia
  - Fear of outsiders

- Diagnosed as a fear of anyone from outside one’s own ethnic or cultural background
Why are some people ethnocentric or xenophobic?

- People will often practice ethnocentrism or xenophobia for two (2) reasons:
  1. Know very little about other groups
     - Lack of education
     - Lifestyle
  2. Refuse to learn about other groups
     - Fear
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What happens when cultural dangers reach their height?

• When ethnocentrism reaches its height, sometimes more dramatic events can happen:
  
  – **Assimilation**: The process by which a minority group adopts the culture of the majority
    • Forced
    • Voluntary
  
  – **Ethnocide**: The outright destruction or extermination of a culture
    • Genocide
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How can we solve the problem of ethnocentrism?

- The easiest way to solve the problem of ethnocentrism is to gain experience
  - Learn about unfamiliar cultures
  - Ask questions about other cultures / read all you can
  - Be respectful of people’s cultural / ethnic differences